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10Abstract Chat conversations and other types of online communication environments are
11widely used within CSCL educational scenarios. However, there is a lack of theoretical and
12methodological background for the analysis of collaboration. Manual assessing of non-
13moderated chat discussions is difficult and time-consuming, having as a consequence that
14learning scenarios have not been widely adopted, neither in formal education nor in informal
15learning contexts. An analysis method of collaboration and individual participation is needed.
16Moreover, computer-support tools for the analysis and assessment of these conversations are
17required. In this paper, we start from the “polyphonic framework” as a theoretical foundation
18suitable for the analysis of textual and even gestural interactions within collaborative groups.
19This framework exploits the notions of dialogism, inter-animation and polyphony for assessing
20interactions between participants. The basics of the polyphonic framework are discussed and a
21systematic presentation of the polyphonic analysis method is included. Then, we present the
22PolyCAFe system, which provides tools that support the polyphonic analysis of chat conver-
23sations and online discussion forums of small groups of learners. Natural Language Processing
24(NLP) is used in order to identify topics, semantic similarities and links between utterances.
25The detected links are then used to build a graph of utterances, which forms the central element
26for the polyphonic analysis and for providing automatic feedback and support to both tutors
27and learners. Social Network Analysis is used for computing quantitative measures for the
28interactions between participants. Two evaluation experiments have been undertaken with
29PolyCAFe. Learners find the system useful and efficient. In addition to these advantages, tutors
30reflecting on the conversation can provide quicker manual feedback.
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34Introduction

35Instant messaging (text chat) is already used in many collaborative learning sessions
36(e.g., Stahl 2006, 2009a). One of its distinctive features is the support of online
37interaction in real time for small groups of students, offering a high potential of inter-
38animation that can facilitate learning. Any of the participants may enter utterances at
39the same time, allowing a higher degree of participation than in face-to-face settings.
40Moreover, the facility of explicitly referencing previous utterances provided by several
41chat environments (e.g., the VMT environment (Stahl 2009a)), allows and even
42encourages the existence of more than one discussion thread simultaneously. Simul-
43taneity is not desirable in the case of face-to-face collaboration, where normally only
44one person should take the floor and speak at a given moment. However, the co-
45presence of multiple threads in chat sessions is desirable and it should be encouraged
46because this way a larger number of students may participate in discussions and,
47meanwhile, an inter-animation process may appear among the different threads of
48discussion. This is analogous, we shall argue, to what happens in classical polyphonic
49music or in improvisations during jazz jam sessions.
50Although it was shown that the usage of chat sessions for CSCL can be effective for
51learning (Stahl 2006, 2009a; Rebedea et al. 2010; Dascalu et al. 2011), our experience with
52such assignments for our university courses showed some shortcomings as well. It is very
53difficult for a tutor or a professor to read, analyze and assess chat sessions, especially if they
54are not moderated and if there are a large number of teams. It is particularly difficult to track
55the threading of the arguments, of ideas, and of the contributions of each student. For example,
56Trausan-Matu (2010a) reports that the time needed for assessing chat sessions is at least equal
57to their duration and can extend, on some conversations, to even twice the initial debating time.
58Because a typical duration of the chat session assignments in this context was around 2 h (and,
59for example, the duration of chat sessions discussed by Stahl (2006) was even up to 3 h), it is
60obvious that the tutors’ task is extremely time consuming, making almost impossible the
61detailed assessment of chat sessions in formal learning.
62Understanding collaboration and successfully tackling the above-mentioned diffi-
63culties requires a model and an analysis method that encompasses all the specific
64phenomena, including the potentially complex threading and inter-animation of argu-
65ments and ideas. Such a model is provided by the analogy with polyphonic music,
66which considers that any language-mediated interaction is characterized by a weaving
67of different positions, similar to the counterpoint in a musical polyphony of inter-
68animating voices (Trausan-Matu et al. 2005, 2010; Trausan-Matu and Stahl 2007;
69Trausan-Matu and Rebedea 2009; Trausan-Matu 2010c). If possible, computer tools
70should be developed to support the analysis.
71Inter-animation in CSCL chat sessions—as in musical polyphony—is generated by the
72combination of divergent (generating conflict) and convergent (towards harmony) interactions
73between participants and discussion threads (Trausan-Matu et al. 2007b). In musical polyph-
74ony, the equivalents of inter-animated discussion threads are the voices that inter-animate
75according to counterpoint rules. The musical metaphor, which is the basis for our polyphonic
76model, for the polyphonic analysis method, and for the design CSCL scenarios like that
77presented in the next section is justified also by data from discourse analysis (Tannen 2007),
78neurology and anthropology (Sacks 2007).
79The polyphonic model has already been used for the design and implementation of
80several systems (Trausan-Matu et al. 2007a; Dascalu et al. 2008, 2010a, b; Trausan-
81Matu and Rebedea 2010). The PolyCAFe system (Polyphonic Conversation Analysis
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82and Feedback Generation) integrates the facilities offered by the previous solutions
83and is focused on the analysis of chat sessions. It provides visualization, abstraction
84and feedback services for supporting researchers and tutors in analyzing chats with or
85without human moderators, this latter case providing the greatest benefit because the
86analysis of this type of chats is more difficult. PolyCAFe has also been tried
87experimentally for discussion-forum analysis and also providing feedback to students,
88as will be presented later in the paper. All of the provided services are packed into
89web widgets that can be easily integrated into most learning-management systems,
90personal learning environments or other web applications (e.g., blogs that use
91Wordpress). PolyCAFe uses techniques from Natural Language Processing (Manning
92and Schütze 1999; Jurafsky and Martin 2009; Dascalu et al. 2010b; Trausan-Matu and
93Rebedea 2010), Social Network Analysis (SNA) (Dascalu et al. 2010b), and Informa-
94tion Retrieval (Adams and Martell 2008; Manning et al. 2008).
95The paper continues with a presentation of the learning scenario and settings. The third
96section will present the polyphonic model and the associated analysis method, while the
97following one will present the PolyCAFe system. The paper is completed by presenting the
98results of two evaluation experiments of the system and by conclusions.

99The learning scenario and settings

100There are many advantages for using chats in contexts that involve collaborative problem
101solving (Eastman and Swift 2002; Stahl 2009b), engaging in debates, or stimulating the
102creativity of learners through brainstorming sessions (Trausan-Matu 2010b). However, taking
103into consideration the difficulty and the required time for providing feedback to students
104involved in such conversations, especially when they are not moderated (Trausan-Matu
1052010a), this scenario may become less appealing to teachers and decision makers in univer-
106sities and schools.
107PolyCAFe has been designed starting from the experience of participating as tutors/
108professors while using instant messaging (chat) for CSCL in two different settings. The first
109one is the Virtual Math Teams (VMT) project (Stahl 2009a). In this case, chats were moderated
110and learners had to work collaboratively on mathematical problems.
111The second setting is the usage of non-moderated CSCL chats using the VMT environment
112for debates related to the competing approaches for a subject presented during lecture hours.
113Such assignments were given at the Human-Computer Interaction course for undergraduate
114senior year students, as well as for MSc students studying Adaptive and Collaborative Systems,
115Natural Language Processing, and Symbolic and Statistical Learning at the Computer Science
116and Engineering Department of the University Politehnica of Bucharest (UPB). In these
117courses, students were given between one to three assignments that needed to be solved using
118a chat conversation in unmoderated small groups of about four participants. A typical assign-
119ment given to students was the following:

120121You should group in teams of four. Consider that each of you is a director of a company
122selling a different collaborative technology presented at the course (chat, forum, blog
123and wiki). Before the chat, you are supposed to individually study collaborative
124technologies and after that, to have a 1–2 h chat using the VMT environment. In the
125first part of the chat conversation, each of you have to champion the technology you
126represent by presenting its features and advantages and criticize the others by invoking
127other technologies’ flaws and drawbacks. In the second part of the chat, you should
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128discuss how you could integrate all these technologies in a single online collaboration
129platform.
130

131An excerpt of such a chat is presented below (the second column “ref” contains the number
132of the referenced utterance using the facility of the VMT environment):
133

134
137Nr. 138Ref 139User 140Text

14276 14373 144florin 145why are blogs search-engine friendly? I think wikis are more search-engine friendly! :P

14777 14872 149bogdan 150chats work as long as you have an internet connection....

15278 15376 154elena 155because you can use keywords

15779 15874 159florin 160never say never—what about Wikipedia ?!

16280 16378 164florin 165can you detail on that feature a bit?

16781 16877 169Raluca 170in terms of ‘coding’ your application, I bet yours is the hardest

17282 17377 174Raluca 175and only that could take up a lot of time

17783 17881 179bogdan 180it may be, but you’re only going to do it once....and then use it like that for a very long time

18284 18380 184elena 185the blogs can be grouped by interest and all the articles can be full of keywords that are
186search engine friendly

18885 189190elena 191do not forget that a blog is the best way to promote a site

19386 19484 195Raluca 196same with forums, and reading the posts looks easier

19887 19984 200florin 201ok, thanks for the info

20388 20485 205bogdan 206sorry, but the est way is a message to all your friends..using a CHAT

20889 20988 210Raluca 211but if you want to study, you have a lot of information on the forums, moreover, if you have
212questions people can take their time to answer you
213

214We should mention that the polyphonic model, which will be presented in the next section,
215was also used for designing the way students interact: In the assignment, they are first engaged
216in a debate where differential positions (dissonant voices) are taken. Afterwards, the previous
217results were used for collaboratively building a solution (a consonant whole) for the given
218problem. The VMT environment was used due to its features of allowing explicit references to
219previous utterances. After the students finished a chat conversation, the tutors read the
220transcript and graded the students.

221The polyphonic model and analysis method

222The CSCL community considers that a paradigm shift occurred in the sense that learning can
223be achieved through social participation in dialogue that constructs discourse, rather than
224through a transfer of knowledge from teachers or textual documents to students (Bereiter 2002;
225Stahl 2006; Trausan-Matu et al. 2006). However, even if discourse building is considered
226essential in collaborative learning, there are very few theories and models of these processes,
227and even fewer computer applications for supporting its analysis.
228Discourse may take different shapes. For example, for the two situations presented in the
229previous section, discourse is composed by the steps for solving a mathematical problem in the
230VMT project chats (Stahl 2009a) and, respectively, by the debates that identify attributes,
231differences and similarities of competing approaches to a given subject. Both cases include
232threads of discussion inter-animated through moments of conflict (divergences) and of con-
233vergence, as in polyphonic music, as will be shown below.

<. Trausan-Matu et al.
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234The polyphonic music metaphor for discourse building in CSCL

235Several researchers (Koschmann 1999; Trausan-Matu et al. 2005; Stahl 2006) consider that, in
236addition to the social-cultural ideas of Vygotsky (Vygotsky 1978; Cazden 1993), Bakhtin’s
237dialogism and the musical metaphor of polyphony (Bakhtin 1981, 1984) are appropriate
238theoretical starting points for CSCL. However, only a few elaborations of a CSCLmodel based
239on dialogism and its related concepts in Bakhtin’s work (e.g., multivocality, polyphony,
240chronotope, etc.) have been proposed (Dong 2006; Trausan-Matu et al. 2007a; Ligorio and
241Ritella 2010). One of them is the polyphonic model of discourse building in human commu-
242nication and inter-animation (Trausan-Matu et al. 2005, 2006; Trausan-Matu and Stahl 2007)
243used for the design of PolyCAFe. This is one of the very few systems that offer learning-
244analytics tools based on Bakhtin’s dialogism ideas, as presented in detail in subsequent sections.
245There are at least two reasons for considering a musical metaphor for modeling and
246analyzing discourse building in CSCL. The first justification is based on the resemblance of
247the phenomena that appear in successful collaborative chat sessions, characterized by “collab-
248orative moments” (Stahl 2006) and, respectively, in classical musical polyphony or in jazz
249improvisation. In all these cases a multiplicity of participants start from a given theme (the
250subject of the CSCL chat session or a musical melodic theme) and act at both individual and
251small-group levels (Stahl 2006). Meanwhile, they try to achieve coherence, a characteristic
252feature of discourse, both in human communication (Jurafsky and Martin 2009) and in music
253(Webern 1963) and to be creative, to include novelty (assured by diversity, by divergence). In
254this aim, participants should “inter-animate,” they should be aware of the others’ utterances
255and build a new but coherent discourse that integrates their utterances with the others’ ones.
256A second reason for considering music in analyzing collaborative learning goes beyond just
257a simple metaphor. The main features of music: repetition and rhythm also have central roles in
258discourse building within human language, as has been recognized and analyzed by re-
259searchers of different domains (Sacks 2007; Tannen 2007). In these cases, music is not only
260a metaphor, but rather a means that triggers language communication and discourse building.
261Sacks (2007) provided evidence for the fact that music has an important role in the recovery of
262human language abilities in the cases of people with brain injuries. Tannen (2007) emphasized
263that, in correspondence with music, repetition and rhythm are means for assuring involvement.
264The musical metaphor is the basis for the polyphonic model and for the analysis method
265presented below, which proved useful for analyzing CSCL chats. However, we should mention
266that this approach has the limitations that derive from the differences between music and text.
267Human language has a higher semantic dimension than music. On the other hand, consonances
268and dissonances are more obvious in music that in text.

269The polyphonic model of discourse building in collaborative learning

270The basic idea of our theoretical framework is that discourse building in polyphonic music and
271in collaborative learning are two analogous cases of the more general phenomenon of human
272collaboration. As emphasized in the previous section, discourse should include both coherence
273(harmony) and divergence (conflict), basic characteristics of a polyphonic framework. The
274polyphonic model that we have introduced starting from Bakhtin’s ideas and from the
275polyphonic music considers that discourse in any communicative situation (text, speech,
276music, gestures) is structured in inter-animating voices that follow the principles of counter-
277point rules from polyphonic music, which assure both coherence and diversity.
278Counterpoint, which rules musical polyphony is seen by Bakhtin (1984) as a special case of
279the more general concept of dialogic relationships among utterances that are: “a much broader
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280phenomenon than mere rejoinders in a dialogue, laid out compositionally in the text; they are
281an almost universal phenomenon, permeating all human speech and all relationships and
282manifestations of human life—in general, everything that has meaning and significance”
283(Bakhtin 1984). In this vision everything (we may say any discourse, textual or musical) is
284a dialog: Novels, essays or even words should be analyzed from a dialogical point of view, in
285which utterances should be the unit of analysis. Utterances may range from a simple word, a
286gesture, an idea, to a reply in a conversation or even a whole book.
287Another main idea of Bakhtin’s dialogism is that an indefinite number of voices are present
288as echoes in any utterance, even in each word, re-voicing previous utterances (seen as voices):
289“Utterances are not indifferent to one another, and are not self-sufficient; they are aware of and
290mutually reflect one another. These mutual reflections determine their character. Each utter-
291ance is filled with echoes and reverberations of other utterances to which it is related by the
292communality of the sphere of speech communication.” (Bakhtin 1986).
293Regarding the re-voicing process, Stahl emphasized:

294295There is a sense of “voice” in Bakhtin’s literary analyses where the voice of one character
296in a text is “re-voiced” by another character. Indirect speech, in which the speaker quotes
297another person’s earlier utterance, is the clearest example. Less explicit forms involve the
298speaker adopting the tone, vocabulary or concerns of a previous speaker. If this paper
299referred here to Bakhtin’s discussion of Dostoyevsky’s lead character quoting his landlady
300telling a story of several people talking, this paper would be engaging in a multivocal
301polyphony of voices. The paper’s text would be re-voicing the cacophony of voices of
302Bakhtin, Dostoyevsky, Raskolnikov, the landlady and the people re-voiced by the land-
303lady. If one listens closely to language—whether spoken, written in a novel or typed in an
304online chat—one can hear potentially many voices interacting in a given utterance coming
305ostensibly from one person. (Gerry Stahl, personal communication, December 19, 2013).
306

307Starting from the polyphonic music metaphor and Bakhtin’s aforementioned ideas, in our
308model of knowledge building the concept of voice is considered similar to a melodic line
309initiated by one or more utterances and continued by re-voicings. Multiple voices coexist and
310they inter-animate as a result of entering in dialogues that imply dissonances and consonances,
311similarly to Johann Sebastian Bach’s fugues in four voices (Trausan-Matu 2010c). In this way
312intersubjective meaning making is achieved (a process similar to small-group jazz improvisa-
313tion), as we shall exemplify later. Utterances act like a gear between the personal and the social
314knowledge-building levels of Stahl’s model (2006 p. 203). Therefore, our concept of “voice”
315should not be thought of as the particular features of the speech sounds produced by a given
316person, but rather, as in polyphonic music, where an organist in a Bach fugue can concomitantly
317play several voices or a group of instruments in an orchestra can play a single voice in parallel
318with other groups playing other voices. Similarly, a student in a CSCL chat may express more
319than one voice, which means that his/her utterances contain not only his/her voice, but also
320echoes of other voices, according to the re-voicing phenomenon mentioned above.
321In our polyphonic model we define a voice as a distinct dialogical position (for example, a
322proposal, a hypothesis, an opinion, an idea, an approval, a rebuttal, etc.) manifested by emitting
323one or a recurrent series of utterances that influence the conversation by having (re-voiced)
324echoes of other utterances (Trausan-Matu 2010c). Avoice is not always associated with a single
325participant. There may be group voices emitting collective utterances (several participants
326emitting the same utterance in the same time). Another case in which several participants
327contribute to a voice is that of successive re-voicings and debates, as described below.
328Any utterance may contain multiple, alien voices (Bakhtin 1986) through the echoing/re-
329voicing process, in addition to the voice of the person that uttered it. The distinct position
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330(voice) of the utterer is influenced by the inherent particular features like personal knowing,
331tacit pre-understanding (Stahl 2006), intentions, personality, etc.
332A voice initially associated to an utterance may be echoed (re-voiced) by different partic-
333ipants in long threads of utterances. Eventually, after a number of repetitions and debates, the
334association of that voice to its initial emitter may be forgotten and even its initial utterer may
335now speak with another voice(s), which may enter in dissonance with the other(s). We may say
336that the initial voice, by re-voicing and successive debates may be transformed, it cannot be
337associated to a single person and can be considered as a new voice of its own, which is
338collectively built. This phenomenon of dialogical transformation is a manifestation of what
339Stahl calls “building collaborative knowing” (Stahl 2006). As he now puts it, a term or thought
340articulated by an individual under specific circumstances can become reified, sedimented and
341generalized through repetition into a persistent idea that is decontextualized and may even be
342institutionalized (see Stahl 2013, Chapter 8, esp. Figure 8.6).
343An example of an utterance whose thread of echoes/re-voices become a voice of its own
344may be, for example, a proposal emitted by a participant in a CSCL chat session, debated by
345other participants’ (voices), and eventually leading to a solution of a problem. Note that the
346emitter’s voice later may conflict with her initial voice.
347As exemplified elsewhere (Trausan-Matu 2012), a repeated sequence of a word or a phrase
348may transform it into an artifact used by learners in solving a problem in a chat CSCL session.
349In our vision, these artifacts may be seen as voices.
350An example of a collective utterance behaving like a voice was identified in a face-to-face
351collaborative-learning session of a class of 6th grade Japanese students. Towards the end of the
352class, in response to a question from the teacher, a group of students moved their gaze down
353(even if they had been active before). This non-verbal group utterance, this collective gesture
354uttering that they will not answer (Trausan-Matu 2013), may be seen as a collective voice (like
355a group of instruments in a symphony) which may influence a teacher’s future utterances.
356In Fig. 1, for example, many voices may be identified containing a transcript of a chat
357session fragment from the assignments (at UPB, see the second section), where students
358debated what features to consider for integrating collaborative technologies. From our defini-
359tion, any utterance may potentially be a voice. The determination of the voice is made by the
360existence of threads of re-voicings. Two types of such threadings need to be investigated. The
361first one consists of threads of links to previous utterances explicitly indicated by participants
362through the facility of the VMT chat environment (these links are represented with curved
363arrows in Fig. 1). The second type contains threads of implicit links among utterances. This
364type includes the repetitions of some words (represented with straight lines in Fig. 1: the voices
365‘topic’, ‘reply’, ‘presentation’, etc.), adjacency pairs, justification links, co-references or other
366discourse links (Jurafsky and Martin 2009).
367To see an example of how word repetition can be understood as re-voicing, consider the
368following response pair from lines 17 and 19 in Fig. 1:

369370Tim: You discussed about a topic separation
371372John: yes. because we did not like the way the topics were present in concert chat
373

374Tim’s utterance is in effect an indirect speech act, which could be restated:

375376Tim: John said, “topic separation”
377

378In this alternative format, John’s voice is explicitly being re-voiced by Tim. This shows
379how Tim’s posted utterance implicitly references a previous utterance by John. It does so to
380keep that voicing alive or present and to elicit an elaboration by John. Tim’s posting is not
381some kind of “externalization” of an “idea” in Tim’s head so much as an interactive action to
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382elicit a response from John by building on John’s previous post and keeping it’s shared
383meaning-making process active. In the second line of the pair, John responds to that elicitation
384by elaborating in his own voice the discussion of “topics.” First, he says, “Yes” to mark
385linguistically that he is responding to Tim’s utterance. Also, he uses a referencing feature of the
386chat technology (VMT, aka Concert Chat) to point graphically from his new posting to the
387posting by Tim to which he is responding in a chat thread. However, in addition, he repeats the
388term “topic” to re-voice Tim’s re-voicing of his own earlier comment, and thereby to continue
389that voice as an on-going mini-discussion. Finally, semantically, the two utterances form an
390adjacency pair, through which intersubjective meaning making takes place. For humans, the
391thread of Tim’s voice about topics is so over-determined that a human speaker can follow it
392implicitly in reading the chat log. For automated analysis, however, we needed to
393operationalize some of these indicators of paths followed by dialogic voices. Searching for
394repetitions of works like “topics” is one heuristic that proved useful.1

395If we consider a voice, as we defined it, as a distinct position manifested in one or a series of
396utterances that have echoes, the set of utterances emitted by each participant might be used as a
397basis for detecting common features reflecting his/her particular features and positioning:
398personal knowing, tacit pre-understanding (Stahl 2006), intentions, personality, etc. This
399perspective may determine a kind of a “generic voice” of a participant, which may be
400compared with those of the other participants and even of collectively generated voices. It
401also allows determining the degree of participation in a discussion, as used in PolyCAFe and
402presented in a further section.
403Voices weave in a polyphonic way in a discourse, keeping their individuality and mean-
404while creating a more complex whole: “The essence of polyphony lies precisely in the fact that
405the voices remain independent and, as such, are combined in a unity of a higher order than in
406homophony” (Bakhtin 1984). An essential fact is that, like in the polyphonic musical case,
407several voices co-exist in any moment of time, dialogical relations appear among them, and
408they inter-animate through dissonances and consonances. The polyphonic texture assures the
409most important features that characterize discourse: coherence and diversity (novelty). The

Fig. 1 Threads of re-voicings (Trausan-Matu et al. 2007b; Trausan-Matu and Rebedea 2009)

1 The analysis of this response pair is due to Gerry Stahl (Personal communication, December 19, 2013).

<. Trausan-Matu et al.
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410transversal co-presence of multiple voices (threads of re-voicings) at the same time inherently
411gives birth to both consonances and dissonances, which nevertheless, in successful situations,
412tend to weave along the longitudinal time dimension towards coherence, while dissonances
413create novelty, which assure diversity or induce solutions in problem solving, eventually
414driving intersubjective meaning making. The phenomenon appears in CSCL and is similar
415to the polyphonic classical musical case or to jazz improvisation (Trausan-Matu et al. 2006):
416“The deconstructivist attack […]—according to which only the difference between difference
417and unity as an emphatic difference (and not as a return to unity) can act as the basis of a
418differential theory (which dialectic merely claims to be)—is the methodical point of departure
419for the distinction between polyphony and non-polyphony” (Mahnkopf 2002, p. 39).
420The polyphonic model was used for the analysis of chat conversations (Trausan-Matu et al.
4212007b), of face-to-face learning sessions including also non-verbal acts (Trausan-Matu 2013)
422and of socially built discourse. An example of three instances of inter-animation patterns for
423the excerpt from Fig. 1 is illustrated in Fig. 2: The first (between voices ‘reply’ and ‘topics’ at
424utterances 27 and 30) and third (voices ‘topics’ and ‘presentation’ at 30–34) inter-animation
425patterns are divergent (and the cue phrases are ‘but’ and respectively the comparative ‘clever’)
426and the second (voices ‘presentation’ and ‘topics’ at 37–38) is convergent (the cue phrase
427being ‘also’).

428The polyphonic analysis method

429Starting from the polyphonic model of collaborative learning, a qualitative polyphonic analysis
430method was developed (Trausan-Matu et al. 2005, 2007b) and used for several purposes:
431investigating collaborative knowledge construction and learners’ participation in collaborative
432chat sessions (Trausan-Matu et al. 2007b; Trausan-Matu 2013); identification of the artifacts
433that enable problem solving (Trausan-Matu 2012); and identification of important (pivotal)
434moments in conversations (Trausan-Matu 2013). This method has been used in analyzing chat
435sessions performed at VMT and UPB, and also face-to-face collaboration in a Japanese class
436(Trausan-Matu 2013). However, a first systematic presentation of the method is described
437below.
438In our analysis method, we follow several steps towards identifying the polyphonic
439structure of conversations. That means detecting voices along the longitudinal dimension
440and their transversal inter-animations. First of all, utterances are delimited. As mentioned
441above, utterances may range from a word or a phrase, to a reply in a conversation, a post in a
442forum, a sentence or a paragraph in a text, a whole essay or novel, or even gestures and other
443non-verbal acts. We may even have utterances that are included in other utterances. For the
444case of conversations (online or face-to-face) and discussion forums, obvious utterances are
445units of interaction marked as such by participants, for example the text between two carriage-
446returns in instant messaging.
447In the second step, links are identified between an utterance and a previous one, which is
448considered as a precursor. Links may be those explicitly indicated by the participants or those
449implicit, which can be detected with Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques:

Fig. 2 Divergent and convergent inter-animation patterns (Trausan-Matu and Rebedea 2009)
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450repetitions of words and phrases, adjacency pairs, justification links, co-references, etc.
451(Jurafsky and Martin 2009). After this step a graph of utterances may be constructed,
452containing utterances as nodes and links as arcs, which may be labeled with their type (explicit,
453implicit, repetition, justification, adjacency pair, etc.). This graph may be seen as containing
454potential re-voicings. The utterance graph may be also used for computing quantitative values,
455as will be shown in the next sections.
456In the third step of the analysis, we focus on voices. For this purpose, threads of re-voicings
457(echoes), which indicate voices (for example, ‘topic’, ‘presentation’, ‘tree’ in Fig. 1), should be
458detected starting from repeated important words (the most frequent words obtained after
459eliminating the so-called stop words that do not bring meaning, like “a”, “and”, etc.). Links
460detected at the previous step may also be indicators of threads. For example, a thread starting
461from an utterance introducing an idea and containing adjacency pairs, argumentation links, etc.
462may signal the presence of a voice influencing the conversation.
463As mentioned in the previous section, the set of all utterances of each participant may be
464considered to detect generic features of the generated voices. Moreover, even if the teacher is
465not participating in the session, the presence of his/her implicit voice(s) should be taken into
466account. For example, in an assignment for a chat session (at UPB, this is the case of the
467collaborative technologies—forum, chat, wiki and blog—see the second section of this paper)
468the topics to be discussed are important voices, which were uttered by the teacher and debated
469by the students.
470A fourth step is dedicated to the identification of inter-animation patterns among voices,
471starting from utterances or pairs of utterances where voices intersect. As discussed in detail
472elsewhere (Trausan-Matu et al. 2007b), inter-animation patterns may be classified as conver-
473gent and divergent, similarly with consonances and dissonances in polyphonic music. The
474identification of these patterns is facilitated by the presence of cue phrases like ‘but’,
475‘nevertheless’, ‘different’, ‘same’, ‘also’, ‘other’, etc. (see the discussion at the end of the
476previous section).
477The fifth step concludes the analysis using the graph of utterances, the detected voices and
478their inter-animation patterns for analyzing different aspects of discourse building: meaning
479making, identification of artifacts in problem solving, investigating pivotal moments, rhythm,
480collaboration regions, assessing learners’ participation and the collaboration of the team as a
481whole.
482As seen from the implementation hints inserted in the presentation of the steps above, the
483operationalization of the polyphonic method is done by using heuristics and Natural Language
484Processing techniques (Jurafsky and Martin 2009): utterances delimitation (step 1), identifi-
485cation of repeated words, speech acts, adjacency pairs, and co-references; Latent Semantic
486Analysis for detecting semantic similarities (or, the inverse, semantic distances) among
487utterances (steps 2 and 3), cue phrases identification (step 4). Consequently, automated tools
488may be used for assisting in several moments of analysis. However, the detection of all re-
489voicings and inter-animation is very difficult (if not impossible in general). What it is possible
490is to provide graphical facilities for a human to investigate re-voicings, potential voices and
491their inter-animation starting from different threads in the graph of utterances. Quantitative
492measures may also be computed based on the utterance graph and semantic distances among
493utterances, as will be detailed in the sections dedicated to the PolyCAFe system.
494Nevertheless, these tools have a limited power, in fact the detection of voices and their inter-
495animations being a very challenging task even for a human expert as multiple discussion
496threads co-occur and overlap throughout the conversation, making it even more difficult to
497keep focus on each participant’s points of view. These constitute the most difficult part of the
498polyphonic analysis method and an important limitation of automated tools.
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499The polyphonic analysis method may be compared with Conversation Analysis, which is
500already used for analyzing CSCL, as described by Q2Zemel et al. (2009). They consider that an
501important issue is that interleaved coherent long sequences may be detected in CSCL chats.
502However, this kind of sequence are rather different from our voices and the authors do not
503discuss of any details related to the interactions between them, as we do in the polyphonic
504framework.
505Another term of comparison for our method is the approach of Suthers and Desiato (2012).
506They start from a model and method for analyzing interactions in CSCL logs based on
507sociograms, contingency and uptake graphs, which similarly to our case are the basis for
508developing analysis computer tools. Contingencies, the basis for uptakes, are similar to
509implicit links and echoes. The difference between the two theoretical frameworks is that,
510while Suthers’ approach is centered on the uptakes, in the polyphonic framework the focus is
511on threads of utterances, voices and their inter-animations, which may not be uptakes, as is the
512case of collaborative utterances (Trausan-Matu et al. 2007b).

513The PolyCAFe system

514In recent years several CSCL applications were developed for analyzing interactions in
515conversations using transcriptions of spoken conversations, chat logs, forum discussion
516threads and wikis. Such examples are CORDTRA (Hmelo-Silver et al. 2006), COALA
517(Dowell and Gladisch 2007; Dowell et al. 2009), DIGALO and other tools used in the
518Argunaut system (Harrer et al. 2007), ColAT (Avouris et al. 2007), the Scaffold-Argument
519visualization (Law et al. 2008), KSV (Teplovs 2008), VMT-Basilica (Kumar et al. 2009) and the
520system of Suthers and Desiato (2012). However, no system really provides complex analysis
521and feedback facilities for chat and forum discussions in terms of discourse structuring,
522participant involvement and collaboration assessment.
523There are at least two factors that provide insight into this situation. The first factor is that,
524even if dialogism (Bakhtin 1984) is considered a well suited theoretical model for tackling the
525complexity of CSCL (Koschmann 1999; Stahl 2006), extremely few software implementations
526started from it due to its complexity. The second factor is related to the fact that the majority of
527collaboration acts in conversation-based CSCL are based on the exchange of textual (spoken
528or written) messages. Thus, another problem arises because current NLP systems are far from
529providing reliable text understanding capabilities. Moreover, in CSCL chats and forums there
530are usually more than two interlocutors, a case generally ignored in most NLP theories for
531dialogues, most of them developed for conversation analysis (Trausan-Matu and Rebedea
5322010). Nevertheless, even the two interlocutors’ situation is far from being tackled satisfactory
533in non-trivial dialogs.
534PolyCAFe and its precursor Polyphony (Trausan-Matu et al. 2007a) are probably the first
535systems that are designed and implemented starting from Bakhtin’s ideas on dialogism, with
536emphasis on polyphony and inter-animation (considering the counterpoint analogy to music:
537longitudinal voices that interact transversally, as mentioned in a previous section). The
538PolyCAFe system was designed, implemented and validated within the LTfLL—Language
539Technologies for Lifelong Learning project (Trausan-Matu et al. 2008, 2009; Trausan-Matu
540and Rebedea 2010; Rebedea et al. 2010) (see http://www.ltfll-project.org/) funded by the
541European Commission under the 7th Framework Programme (Berlanga et al. 2009). The
542online version of the system can be accessed at http://ltfll-lin.code.ro/ltfll/wp5/index.php.
543PolyCAFe was developed in order to follow two main aims. First, as its precursor, it was
544designed to offer computer support for a teacher or a researcher in CSCL when applying the
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545polyphonic method in chat analysis. There are several ways in which the polyphonic model
546and method of analysis are used in the design and implementation of PolyCAFe. Multiple
547voices, their echoes and their interactions are considered to be present in a chat, a principal
548goal of the system consisting in their identification. As mentioned earlier, the concept of
549“voice” has an extended range (Trausan-Matu et al. 2007b; Trausan-Matu and Rebedea 2009)
550and in this first aim, PolyCAFe helps to identify implicit links, voices, re-voicings, and inter-
551animation patterns using NLP techniques, as will be shown in the next sections.
552Second, in addition to supporting the qualitative polyphonic analysis, quantitative measure-
553ments were designed and implemented derived from the polyphonic model. Both teachers and
554learners may use these integrated tools developed in the general framework of the LTfLL project.
555The main beneficiaries of PolyCAFe are tutors and researchers. However, experiments were
556made for analyzing also how learners would accept this system, in addition to tutors. The
557results will be presented in a separate section of this paper.

558Widgets overview

559In order to empower researchers, tutors and learners with extensive control over the facilities of
560the system, PolyCAFe was implemented as an online platform that displays results in web
561widgets that can be used independently or together, in different combinations (Dascalu et al.
5622010a, 2011). In this manner, the processing is decoupled from the interface and the widgets
563can be easily integrated into most online learning environments and other web platforms. Any
564number of widgets may be displayed together on the screen, even more instances of the same
565type of widget. This facility allows users to see in the same time different perspectives of the
566collaboration process.
567PolyCAFe provides two management and five feedback widgets. The management widgets
568enable tutors to define, edit and delete assignments and, respectively, to create, read, update,
569and delete conversations (chats or discussion threads from online forums). In this section we
570will focus on the most representative feedback widgets, which support the underlying poly-
571phonic model: the conversation visualization widget, the conversation feedback widget, the
572utterance feedback widget, and the search widget. In addition to these, there is also a
573participant feedback widget that is not presented here.
574While the other feedback widgets use the polyphonic model and analysis method for
575quantitative analysis, the conversation visualization widget is the principal facility that may
576be used for the qualitative polyphonic analysis method of a conversation. It directly supports
577the first two steps of the polyphonic method of analysis through the visualization of utterances
578and links (explicit and implicit) between them. It also helps users in discovering re-voicings by
579identifying sequences of explicit or implicit links (using the zoom and “Conversation thread”
580facilities—see below) or of repeated words (using the “Special threads” tab—see below). Inter-
581animation patterns may also be discovered by combining the visualization of voices generated
582by important repeated words and discourse markers specific to inter-animation patterns like
583“different”, “same”, “but”, “nevertheless”, etc.
584The conversation visualization widget displays a diagram of the utterances and the
585connecting links (the “graph of utterances”). Utterances are represented as small rectangles
586(whose length is proportional to their number of characters) aligned to the right of each
587participant’s name, following the conversation timeline (the scale below indicate utterances’
588numbers; alternatively, the “scale to time” option allows a time-based scaling). The links
589between them are differently colored. For example, in Fig. 3 explicitly mentioned links
590through the referencing facility of the VMT or ConcertChat environments (Holmer et al.
5912006) are marked as red, whereas the implicit links detected with NLP techniques are green.
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592The “Special threads” tab offers the possibility of the identification of re-voicings generated
593by repeated words. For example, Fig. 4a displays the evolution of the concepts (topics, reply,
594presentation) from Figs. 1 and 2, analyzed in a previous section (it should be mentioned that
595the discussion about topic separation, analyzed after Fig. 1, started in a precedent session,
596therefore the thread associated to “topic” starts in Fig. 4a with Tim’s utterance).
597By considering discourse markers like “but”, “nevertheless”, “also”, “different”, “same”,
598etc., inter-animation patterns may be discovered. As an example, in Fig. 4b the co-presence of

Fig. 3 Conversation visualization widget. The graph follows the conversation timeline (the Y axis consists of
utterance IDs) split among chat participants

a b

Fig. 4 a The three voices associated to the concepts (topics, reply, presentation); b Distribution of discourse
markers supporting the identification of inter-animation patterns
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599the discourse markers “same” and “differ” with the voice related to the word “shape” indicate
600potential inter-animation patterns that marked the discussion between a teacher (“T”) and
601several students (the other letters).
602The Conversation visualization widget offers also quantitative data. A graphical represen-
603tation indicating an estimation of the degree of collaborative discourse is presented in the same
604interface as a graphics below the graph of utterances (see Fig. 3), concomitantly following the
605conversation timeline. A detailed presentation of how the collaboration degree is actually
606computed is included in a subsequent section.
607The conversation feedback widget presents general information and statistics about the
608entire conversation: the most relevant concepts from the conversation, a suggestion of concepts
609that are semantically similar (from the Latent Semantic Analysis—LSA (Landauer and
610Dumais 1997; Landauer et al. 1998) semantic space) to the ones discussed in the chat and
611statistics regarding the density of the graph of utterances or the percent of several types of
612dialog acts, such as personal opinions, request for information and arguments (see Fig. 5).
613These data are important for the polyphonic method of analysis because the most relevant
614concepts are usually those re-voiced and thus they provide candidates for voices, which may
615be investigated and visualized with the Conversation visualization widget.
616The qualitative estimators (e.g., “GOOD”) are determined through predefined thresholds
617that were imposed after analyzing a corpus of about 100 conversations and determining
618variance intervals computed using the distribution of scores for each assessment factor. This
619is done in a similar manner with the grading performed in some schools and countries that use
620percentage intervals for assigning grades (scores).
621The utterance feedback widget (Fig. 6) gives indicators for each post in the conversation:
622speech acts and argumentation patterns that were detected in each utterance. A numerical value
623is included, computed according to the utterance evaluation process, later described in extent.
624Moreover, this widget also presents the users a summary of the conversation that includes only
625the most important utterances in the discussion (the ones marked with a star icon in Fig. 6)

Fig. 5 Conversation feedback widget
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626with regards to the numerical values computed for both content and collaborative discourse
627(presented in a subsequent section).
628The search conversation widget provides a mechanism for ranking utterances and partic-
629ipants with regards to a search query provided by the user. The search engine takes into
630consideration not just the lexical items, but also the semantic relatedness scores usingWordNet
631(http://www.wordnet.edu) and LSA, and the importance of each utterance as considered by the
632utterance evaluation process, described in a subsequent section (see Fig. 7).
633Different visualizations are useful for analyzing inter-dependencies that can be observed
634between data in different widgets. On one hand, we can easily observe from the conversation
635visualization widget the distribution per concept, or more specifically the voice’s evolution,
636spanning throughout the discourse. On the other hand, the search widget provides the results of
637the search for “blog” ordered by participant and by the most important interventions related to
638this voice.

639Architecture and core functionalities

640PolyCAFe integrates a series of processing modules incorporating Natural Language Process-
641ing techniques, Social Networks Analysis (SNA) and polyphonic analysis (Trausan-Matu et al.
6422009; Rebedea et al. 2010, 2011; Trausan-Matu and Rebedea 2010). The raw data is a chat
643conversation encoded as an XML file. According to the polyphonic analysis method, the first
644processing step is the detection of utterances. Although the borders of an utterance may vary
645greatly from delimiting a simple word or interjection to a set of intertwined utterances or even
646to an entire novel (Bakhtin 1986), the PolyCAFe system implementation separates utterances
647in chats based on the end-of-message (carriage-return). Therefore, there may be successive
648utterances of the same participant.
649As seen in the previous section, the outputs take the form of graphical visualizations and
650feedback on several distinct levels: for each utterance in the conversation, individually for each
651participant and globally for the conversation as a whole.

Fig. 6 Utterance feedback widget
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652The modules of the PolyCAFe system can be grouped corresponding to four major process-
653ing steps, as depicted in Fig. 8 with different colors. Only the SNA module is included in two
654groups, being applied on two types of graphs: the graph containing participants as nodes and
655exchanged utterances (the explicit and implicit links) as arcs, and the graph having utterances as
656nodes and the same links as arcs (the graph of utterances). The first is used to determine
657participants’ involvements and the second for the polyphonic analysis and utterance evaluation.
658The first group of modules contains underlying tools and resources for basic NLP process-
659ing. The first step consists in a typical series of basic language processing (a “NLP processing

Fig. 7 Semantic search—relevance scoring and ordering of: a Participants and b Utterances, in contrast to an
initial distribution between participants of the “blog” voice

Fig. 8 PolyCAFe Technical architecture
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660pipeline”): tokenization, spelling correction, stemming, part of speech tagging and parsing
661(Manning and Schütze 1999). The WordNet lexical database and LSA spaces compose the
662semantic resources modules used mainly for concept extraction, which may be candidates for
663voices. They form the basis for a semantic evaluation of the participants’ involvement and
664evolution.
665The second group contains advanced NLP and discourse analysis modules for the auto-
666matic identification of underlying interactions among participants (Dascalu et al. 2010b;
667Trausan-Matu and Rebedea 2010). To this aim, speech acts, lexical chains, adjacency pairs,
668co-references and semantic similarities (Manning and Schütze 1999) are identified. All these
669are the starting points for detecting candidates of implicit links (the second step of the
670polyphonic analysis method) that constitute the arcs in the graph of utterances, in addition to
671the explicit links indicated by participants as references to previous utterances in the chat
672environment room (Holmer et al. 2006; Stahl 2009a).
673The graph of utterances is essential for the last three steps of the polyphonic analysis
674method. Meanwhile it plays a central role in the scoring process of each utterance and of each
675participant (Dascalu et al. 2010a). In addition, starting from it, conversation clusters of
676interlinked utterances are identified using specific graph algorithms. A simple approach
677consists of identifying connected components in the graph of utterances, while other methods
678employing the use of the flow graph could also be applied (Cormen et al. 2009).
679The modules in the third group process the graph of utterances with the associated scores
680for inferring metrics for collaboration and individual involvement. In addition, extractive
681summarization and semantic search make also use of previous components and are provided
682as additional features of PolyCAFe
683An estimation of the degree of collaboration (or collaborative discourse) starts from the analysis
684of the graph of utterances with Social Network Analysis and LSA techniques in connection with
685the polyphonic analysis method. SNA specific metrics are computed on the graph of utterances for
686identifying also the most central utterances within each discussion cluster (Dascalu et al. 2010a,
6872011). Participant involvement is evaluated through the interaction graph in which participants are
688the nodes, edges are the inter-changed utterances and theweights of the edges are determined as the
689sum of scores of the utterance multiplied by their similarities. LSA is employed to measure the
690semantic similarity between interventions or the strength of explicit or implicit links, as co-
691occurring thematic concepts induce a high textual cohesion between utterances.
692Moreover, the individual involvement of participants derived from SNA applied on the
693previous interaction graph is tightly connected to collaboration assessment that considers the
694information transfer between different interlocutors, enabling in the end a deeper representa-
695tion of the conversation’s social-cognitive dimension. In terms of the proposed dialogic model,
696an analogy was proposed between the computation model of assessing collaboration and the
697intertwining of voices from Bakhtin’s theory (Trausan-Matu et al. 2005). The estimation of the
698involvement of participants may be viewed as the cumulated impact of the set of all his/her
699utterances, as mentioned in a previous section.
700The final step in the analysis, consisting of the modules from the fourth group, aggregates
701all the factors obtained as outputs from the previous modules and displays them in an intuitive
702manner within the user interface, in order to offer textual and graphical feedback overall or for
703each participant, on several levels.

704Utterance evaluation

705From the perspective of the polyphonic model, each utterance contains alien voices (echoes of
706other utterances) as mentioned in a previous section. In this idea, if we would like to assign a
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707score to an utterance, a starting point is the number of echoes (re-voicings) it contains and it
708generates, determined from the graph of utterances whose arcs get weights corresponding to a
709LSA-based semantic similarity function between the utterances (Dascalu et al. 2010a, 2011).
710The actual scoring process of each utterance has three distinctive components: a surface
711one, a semantic and a social one (Dascalu et al. 2010a, 2011). In order to provide a clearer
712image of the previous metrics, Fig. 9 presents a slice of a conversation that could also represent
713a partial discussion thread centered on the utterance that is under analysis, with the demarca-
714tion of possible links (explicit or implicit) from the graph of utterances and with the presen-
715tation of the considered analysis factors.
716The first, “surface” score is inspired from basic textual complexity measures (Nelson et al.
7172012). First of all, a typical NLP preprocessing is done by the elimination of the so-called stop
718words (that do not carry content, for example, “a”, “the”, “to”, etc.), spellchecking and
719stemming (extracting the root of the words, by eliminating suffixes like “ed”, “ing”, “ly”,
720etc.). In order to keep the inputs of the system as clean as possible, only dictionary words are
721considered. Moreover, as it is a common practice to use abbreviations in CSCL conversations,
722a list of translations is used to expand the shortened versions encountered in the discussion.
723The first score considers the length in characters of the remaining words.
724The semantic dimension is the most important component in the utterance evaluation
725process and it is a combination of four different components: thread cohesion, future impact,
726relevance and topics coverage. It involves the usage of LSA applied on the content of the
727utterances and taking into account the graph of utterances.
728Thread cohesion of a given utterance is the percentage of links (explicit and implicit) to
729previous utterances that share a semantic similarity above a given threshold with that specific
730utterance. Thus, thread cohesion is a backward-looking mechanism used for assessing the
731importance of an utterance within the ongoing discussion threads it is part of. Thread cohesion
732is an important assessment factor as any utterance should build on previous ones in the same
733discussion threads.
734Future impact enriches thread cohesion by quantifying the actual impact of the current
735utterance within future inter-linked utterances from all discussion threads that include the
736specified utterance. In terms of the polyphonic model based on Bakhtin’s dialogism (Bakhtin
7371981, 1984), future impact resembles echo as it measures the information transfer from the
738current utterance to all future ones (explicitly or implicitly linked) by summing up all
739similarities above the previously defined threshold. From this point of view, an utterance is
740more important if it has strong echoes in all the future ones from the discussion threads it is
741part of. The summation takes into account the strength of all these echoes.
742The relevance of an utterance about the overall discussion can be approximated by
743computing the LSA semantic similarity between the current utterance and the entire conver-
744sation. To this extent, relevance is the simplest supplement for the surface score as it adds more

Fig. 9 SQ3 lice of the graph of utterances emphasizing the utterance analysis factors
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745importance to utterances that are similar with what has been discussed most and decreases the
746importance of lengthy utterances that are not in the scope of the overall conversation.
747Because each discussion has a predefined set of topics that had to be followed and which
748should represent the focus concepts of the chat, topics coverage measures the degree in which
749the participants used these keywords in their interventions. In our implementation, topics
750coverage is obtained by evaluating the similarity between each utterance and the specific set of
751keywords specified by the tutor or teacher as important topics of the discussions. Semantic
752distances and cosine similarity within the LSA vector space are used for this task. In other
753scenarios or for other tasks, the initial topics can be computed automatically from a given
754corpus of documents that should be read by the students, before participating in the discussion.
755The social dimension implies an evaluation from the perspective of social network analysis
756performed on the graph of utterances. In the current implementation only two measures from
757graph theory (Cormen et al. 2009) are used (in-degree and out-degree), but other metrics
758specific to SNA (Freeman 1977; Brandes 2001; Newman 2010) and minimal cuts (Cormen
759et al. 2009) will be considered.

760Collaboration assessment

761Knowledge may be built in two different manners, each effecting the individual: personal
762knowledge building (building personal knowing, see Stahl (2006)) when new information is
763derived through self-study and self-experience and collaborative learning, through social
764knowledge building by interacting with other people (Scardamalia 2002). The concept of gain
765(Dascalu et al. 2010a) may be used for evaluating the contribution of each utterance to the
766overall discourse. It is derived from information theory (Shannon 1948; Kent 1983) and
767starting from the two types of knowledge-building processes, the following types of gain
768can be defined: personal gain when the interlinked utterances have the same speaker and
769collaborative gain when further information in the discussion thread is given by a different
770participant (Dascalu et al. 2010a).
771As mentioned above, each utterance is evaluated and gets an importance score. The
772personal gain is obtained by summing up the utterance importance score and the gain of the
773previous inter-linked utterances of the same participant multiplied by the similarity between
774the previous interventions and the current one. Collaborative gain is obtained similarly, but
775considering utterances from different speakers. The process of computing the two types of
776gains is a recurrent process as each utterance gain is computed starting from the gain of the
777previous inter-linked ones.
778Combining the utterance importance score with the gain gives us an estimation of the actual
779importance of an utterance in a given context, while cosine similarity (Manning and Schütze
7801999) measures the strength, the impact, and the echoes between the two explicitly or
781implicitly inter-linked utterances. By summing up all previous influences we obtain a clear
782estimation of the retrospective effect for each utterance.
783Eventually, collaboration for the entire discussion is evaluated by comparing the overall
784collaborative gain of all utterances to the sum of all individual utterance scores or to the sum of
785overall gains. These two measures provide the means to determine the percentage of actual
786collaboration within the discussion: score based collaboration expresses the percentage of
787information that is built/transferred in a collaborative manner, whereas gain based collabora-
788tion weights the collaborative gain relative to the overall gain (Dascalu et al. 2010a).
789To conclude, gain measures the strength of the echo, score expresses the individual
790importance of each unit of analysis and, by combining them, the proposed method evaluates
791collaboration concerning voice intertwining and inter-animation. Figure 10 depicts an example
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792of collaboration assessment for a chat conversation from which intense collaboration zones can
793be identified, meaningful to the tutor as these areas contain a dense inter-exchange of
794semantically related utterances between different chat participants. In the upper part of the
795image there is the graph of utterances with the explicit links in red and the implicit ones in
796green, while in the lower part there is the graphics of the collaboration score for the
797conversation. It can be seen that our perspective on collaboration correlates with a high
798distribution of links between utterances of different participants in a short timeframe.
799It should be emphasized that the actual formulas for computing the collaboration degree
800consider only the graph of utterances and similarity metrics. We are working now for
801considering also differential inter-animation patterns in utterance and collaboration evaluation.
802Even if PolyCAFe did not include this class of patterns in the automatic analysis, the
803visualization facilities support their detection, as discussed in a previous section

804Transferability

805Concerning transferability of PolyCAFe in different educational scenarios, the following
806dimensions must be taken into consideration: domain, language and the learning task. As
807the system was developed for English only, in order to ensure language transferability new
808linguistic tools must be integrated for each new language (e.g., the entire NLP pipe, lexicalized
809ontology, adjacency pairs and other linguistic patterns).
810Domain transferability is mostly concerned with the existence of a large corpus of text
811documents, relevant to the task, that are required in order to build the LSA vector space. In
812addition, all domains, where textual descriptions of descriptive knowledge are used, are well
813suited (e.g., PolyCAFe was successfully used on medical discussion forums at the University
814of Manchester, in the LTfLL project). On the contrary, there are domains where PolyCAFe is
815not well suited due to the need of graphical elements or images or general discussions, without
816a clear focus and for which is difficult to build a relevant LSA space.
817Moreover, from a pedagogical point of view, PolyCAFe can be used in a wide variety of
818collaborative contexts: role-based discussions and debates, open argumentations, problem
819solving (in mathematics and design or any domain specific task) or creative discussions
820(brainstorming) (Trausan-Matu 2010b). More specifically, we envision the following contexts:
821revising exams and discussions on given topics, finding collaborative solutions to problems
822that can be described without the importance of a sequence of steps (PBL) or further
823investigation of a given topic of interest to the learner (Self-Regulated Learning). On the other

Fig. 10 Collaboration evolution within a chat conversation following the conversation timeline expressed in
terms of utterance IDs
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824hand, PolyCAFe is not suitable for learning scenarios in which collaboration is not required,
825nor encouraged, or settings that involve scripted collaboration.

826Similar approaches with PolyCAFe

827Very few systems can be used for similar tasks or for solving similar problems. We consider
828KSV (Teplovs 2008) and the system of Suthers and Desiato (2012) to be the most similar to
829PolyCAFe. Our approach is also in a way similar to the analysis performed by Fuks and
830Pimentel (2009). In addition, the detection of speech and justification acts from PolyCAFemay
831be used to support the detection of the multidimensional codes proposed by Strijbos (2009).
832Both PolyCAfe and KSVoffer visualizations of participation and interactions between users
833through SNA and semantic similarities between concepts or analysis elements (using LSA).
834However, there are several important differences between the two systems, the most important
835one is that PolyCAFe uses the notion of graph of utterances and provides feedback by
836implementing some elements from the polyphonic analysis model. In order to provide more
837insight between these differences and similarities, a detailed comparison between PolyCAFe
838and KSV is provided in Table 1.
839The graph of utterances of PolyCAFe resembles the uptake network proposed by Suthers
840and Desiato (2012). Both approaches focus on an underlying discourse structure of the
841conversation highlighting dependencies between interventions, but the actual mechanism
842and factors are completely different. Whereas the uptake network focuses on lower level

t1:1 Table 1 PolyCAFe versus KSV (Teplovs 2008)

t1:2 Benefits of PolyCAFe Benefits of KSV

t1:3 Educational perspective

t1:4 Dialogical perspective induced by voice
inter-animation

t1:5 Emphasis on collaboration in addition to a
qualitative assessment of participant’s
involvement

A more shallow perspective of individuals and
links between them

t1:6 Conversation topics extraction relevant for
highlighting the focus of the discussion

t1:7 The analysis is strictly based on textual information Integration of addition relationships between
‘notes’ (e.g., annotation, authorial)

t1:8 Technical perspective

t1:9 Explicit or implicit links between
interventions are taken into consideration

Multiple types of relations between the nodes
are considered: structural (e.g., reply-to,
build-on, reference, annotation, contains),
authorial, or semantic (based on LSA)

t1:10 Multiple NLP techniques applied on the
initial interventions

t1:11 Post analysis centered on logs or excepts
of conversations (chats and forum
discussion threads)

Integration within the Knowledge Forum and the
encouragement of continual analytic
improvement

t1:12 Clustering of nodes

t1:13 Comprehensive mechanism of utterance
importance scoring

t1:14 A multitude of parameters, configurations
and visualizations available from the interface
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843functions of discourse and uses rules for inferring non-accidental relationships between
844participants’ contributions, the focus in terms of the graph of utterances consists of highlight-
845ing a local cohesive context in which voices inter-animate.
846The PolyCAFe approach of analysis may be considered similar with that of Fuks and
847Pimentel (2009) because both make a recency analysis (a windows of maximum 20 utterances
848is regarded while measuring semantic similarity between interventions, in the end enabling the
849evaluation of collaboration), a cohesion analysis (that is expressed through repetitions, synsets
850from WordNet and LSA) and a coherence analysis.
851Based on the feedback already collected on PolyCAFe, a new system was developed—
852ReaderBench (Trausan-Matu et al. 2012; Dascalu et al. 2013). The graph of utterances was
853generalized towards a multi-layered cohesion graph (Trausan-Matu et al. 2012; Dascalu et al.
8542013) in which cohesive links are determined through an aggregated similarity measure
855integrating semantic distances in ontologies (Budanitsky and Hirst 2006), cosine similarity
856in latent semantic vector spaces (Landauer and Dumais 1997) and similarity through topic
857models from Latent Dirichlet Allocation (Blei et al. 2003).

858Evaluation

859PolyCAFe’s evaluation with emphasis in tutor and learner feedback consisted of two rounds of
860experiments. The first one was a pilot usage of the system with a limited number of
861participants and it showed promising results. Therefore, a second evaluation round was
862conducted with more participants that lasted for a longer period. The conversations resulted
863from this evaluation experiment were also manually annotated by tutors in order to verify the
864accuracy of PolyCAFe’s results in terms of utterance and participant assessment.

865Pilot evaluation

866A first pilot study (Rebedea et al. 2010; Dascalu et al. 2011) has been performed during the
867Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) course, in the academic year 2009–2010, at the Computer
868Science Department of the University Politehnica of Bucharest involving nine senior (4th year)
869students and five tutors that used PolyCAFe for analyzing the conversations and providing
870feedback to the students. The experiment was structured in the following manner: students had
871to read online and printed materials on a given topic (web technologies used for collaborative
872tasks—chat, log, forum and wiki) and then they had a debate using ConcertChat in two small
873groups of 4–5 students. After the debate, they used PolyCAFe’s feedback widgets to understand
874their involvement in the conversation and what could have been improved. Two tutors
875monitored this activity, provided help to the students and took notes regarding the asked
876questions, comments, and the actual behavior when interacting with the widgets. As the
877students were encouraged to think aloud when using the system, this data was useful for
878identifying the main problems of the software. Besides thinking aloud, the students were also
879asked to use a document where they registered what they considered misleading in the feedback
880returned by the system. This activity lasted 90–120 min and was followed by a questionnaire
881with 32 evaluation statements with answers on a 5-level Likert scale (1-strongly disagree—5-
882strongly agree), grouped in five categories: Pedagogic effectiveness, Efficiency, Cognitive load,
883Usability, and Satisfaction. Afterwards, a focus group with all students was conducted in order
884to find the most important advantages and disadvantages, plus suggestions for improvements.
885On the other hand, tutors were asked to provide feedback to a chat conversation using
886PolyCAFe and to another one without the system. After this step, they were invited to answer a
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887questionnaire with 35 evaluation statements using the same scale and categories as the one for
888the students. Then all tutors took part in a focus group where they were invited to share their
889points of view about the each feature’s utility, about the reliability of the feedback, and the
890improvements they envisioned.
891Overall, all students and tutors considered the feedback provided by PolyCAFe to be useful
892and relevant for their task (Rebedea et al. 2010), but the opinion of students was divided as just
89363 % of them considered that the feedback was helpful in improving their learning experience.
894One explanation for this result might be the fact that the students have never used PolyCAFe
895prior to the evaluation and it might have been difficult for them to understand how to use all
896the provided facilities and to envision how they may use them for improving future partici-
897pations in similar tasks. This explanation might be also suggested by the low score provided by
898students for cognitive load items, where the average agreement is as low as 56 %. On the other
899hand, the evaluation session highlighted that the usability of the widgets could also be
900improved and thus, their relevance and user acceptance might increase in the future.
901Table 2 (Dascalu et al. 2011) presents the aggregated evaluation results on all the five
902categories for both tutors and students. It is clear that all the tutors found PolyCAFe efficient
903for their task, as it helps them reduce the time needed for providing feedback to students and it
904improves the quantity and consistency of this feedback among tutors. Moreover, it is easily
905noticeable that the student results are worse for all categories than the ones for the tutors. The
906lowest score was obtained for cognitive load, showing that the users had some problems
907accommodating to PolyCAFe on their first use. In addition, the results show that more than a
908quarter of the learners are not satisfied by the system and the main presented reason was that
909the students did not trust the statistical results displayed as they considered some indicators are
910not always accurate. In the case of tutors, pedagogical effectiveness items had the lowest
911average agreement percentage (83 %) as not all the tutors considered all the widgets effective
912for assessing the conversations: the search widget was considered the least effective, while the
913conversation visualization received the highest scores. Moreover, one of the items in this
914category was the following “The support provided by PolyCAFe is complementary to my
915expertise”, and two tutors did not consider the system as providing a complementary function,
916but rather as a tool for enhancing the productivity when providing feedback while only two
917responded with “not applicable” and one with neutral.
918While taking a closer look at the questionnaires, the tutors had agreed with all but one
919statement with average scores between 3.50 and 5.00, while the students had agreed with 27
920out of the 32 statements, with average scores between 3.56 and 5.00. As it can be noted, there
921are considerable differences between the students’ results and those of the tutors. However,

t2:1 Table 2 PolyCAFe First evaluation results per category using the 5-level Likert scale (1-strongly disagree—5-
strongly agree)

t2:2 Evaluation statement category Tutors Students

t2:3 Average score Agreement Average score Agreement

t2:4 Pedagogic effectiveness 4.11 83 % 3.94 77 %

t2:5 Efficiency 5.00 100 % 4.22 78 %

t2:6 Cognitive load 4.60 100 % 3.56 56 %

t2:7 Usability 4.36 93 % 4.11 81 %

t2:8 Satisfaction 4.57 91 % 3.89 72 %

t2:9 Total 4.53 93 % 3.94 73 %
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922possible explanations for these discrepancies might be: first, the tutors were more familiarized
923with the system as they had used it prior to analyze other conversations, second, the tutors
924overrated the system as it helps them provide feedback more quickly, as PolyCAFe improved
925the time required for the analysis by up to 50 %, and in a reliable manner, and third, the
926students did not perceive the utility of the tool as they are not involved in this kind of activity
927very often and therefore are not educated on how to use the feedback for future tasks.
928All the identified aspects within this preliminary evaluation were used to increase the
929reliability and the usability of PolyCAFe and were treated in detail in a second, more
930elaborated, evaluation study.

931Second evaluation experiment

932After the first pilot showed that the system was efficient and effective for both learners and
933tutors, a new evaluation experiment (Rebedea et al. 2011) was undertaken to further study the
934effects of using an improved version of PolyCAFe, with a larger group of students. The
935experiment was integrated as a learning task and assignment for a group of senior year
936undergraduate students studying HCI during the academic year 2010–2011. A total of 35
937students have been engaged in the study for several weeks: 25 students were part of the
938experimental group and 10 students were assigned to the control group. The only difference
939between the experimental and control group is that the latter did not receive any feedback from
940PolyCAFe, but only from the tutors. The learners were divided into groups of five students,
941thus having five experimental and two control groups, and were given two successive chat
942assignments related to web collaboration technologies (chat, blog, wiki, forums and Google
943Wave) to debate using ConcertChat.
944In the first assignment, the experimental group was asked to use PolyCAFe to get feedback,
945while the control group did not use the system. The use of PolyCAFe for the second
946assignment was not mandatory, so the learners had an option to use the system only if they
947considered it would be useful for them. The tutors had to provide manual feedback to each of
948the students involved in the chat conversations for the first assignment. Each tutor assessed at
949least one conversation without using PolyCAFe and one conversation using the system. With
950regard to the second assignment, no manual feedback was provided, only the outputs of
951PolyCAFe.
952At the end of the evaluation session, all the students and tutors were required to answer a
953questionnaire and to participate in focus groups. The results of the evaluation have been
954devised into several topics similar to the pilot study: tutor efficiency, quality and consistency of
955the automatic feedback, making the educational process transparent, quality of educational
956output, motivation for learning, etc. All these topics have been evaluated conditionally or with
957minor qualifications, but only three are presented extensively as they are considered central to
958the educational scenario and to the usage of the system for similar CSCL tasks:

959& VT1: Tutors/facilitators spend less time preparing feedback for learners compared with
960traditional means (tutor efficiency);
961& VT2: Learners perceive that the feedback received from the system contributes to
962informing their study activities (quality and consistency of automatic feedback);
963& VT3: Learner performance in online discussions is improved in the areas of content
964coverage and collaboration, when using PolyCAFe (quality of educational output).

965In order to evaluate tutor efficiency, several methods have been used: measurements,
966questionnaires and the answers to the interviews. Overall, all show a good consensus of the
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967six tutors with regard to the efficiency of using PolyCAFe, with averages over 4.5 and
968agreement factors of over 83 % for all the evaluation statements. In addition to the first
969evaluation, time measurements for preparing the feedback by tutors were also used. Thus, four
970tutors analyzed each chat conversation, two using PolyCAFe and the other without using the
971system. This data has been compared for all the seven chats resulted for the first assignment.
972The average time needed to prepare feedback without PolyCAFe was of 84 min, with a
973standard deviation of 15 min, while the average time required for providing feedback with
974PolyCAFe was of 55 min with a standard deviation of 20 min. These results show a significant
975average time reduction for a single chat conversation: (84–55)/84=35 %. However, as the
976standard deviation has increased, it also demonstrates that not all tutors managed to use the
977software efficiently.
978Quality and consistency of the automatic feedback has been evaluated using questionnaires
979for the group of 25 students, plus system logging. The statements focused on the accuracy, the
980relevance, the usefulness and consistency of the provided feedback—all were evaluated with
981agreement factors between 60 and 80 % and means between 3.70 and 4.00. The system
982logging utilities monitoring student access to PolyCAFe have shown that for the whole period
983of the evaluation there have been 285 visits and 1,447 page-views, resulting in more than 40
984page views on average per student. Therefore, the students have been actively using the system
985in order to reflect on their activity in specific chat conversations.
986The last topic, the quality of the educational output, was evaluated through measurements
987computed by PolyCAFe for the second chat assignment, as a comparison between the
988experimental groups versus the control groups: the most important concepts in the conversa-
989tion and their score, the average grade for utterances throughout the entire conversation, the
990number of interventions and the density of implicit and explicit links between utterances.
991However, only the average scores of utterances and the quantitative estimation of collaboration
992through the density of links (average number of links/utterance) showed a noticeable increase
993between the two groups: 6.8 % for the number of utterances and 29 % for the estimation of
994collaboration, both in favor of the experimental group.

995Participant ranking verification

996For all the chats of the first assignment, the tutors had to rank the participants according to the
997importance they had throughout the conversation, taking into account the content of their
998interventions, their involvement, and the degree of collaboration with the other participants.
999Therefore, each tutor assigned a rank from 1 to 5 for each participant; additionally, each
1000participant was ranked by all other participants pertaining to the same conversation These
1001results were then compared with the automatic ranking of participants provided by PolyCAFe
1002(see Table 3).

t3:1 Table 3 PolyCAFe Sample of participant rankings for a single chat conversation

t3:2 Rank S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 Stud. avg. Tutor 1 Tutor 2 Tutor avg. PolyCAFe

t3:3 Student 1 (S1) – 2 2 1 1 2 4 4 4 4

t3:4 Student 2 (S2) 2 – 3 2 2 3 1 2 1–2 2

t3:5 Student 3 (S3) 3 3 – 3 4 4 5 5 5 5

t3:6 Student 4 (S4) 1 1 1 – 3 1 2 1 1–2 1

t3:7 Student 5 (S5) 4 4 4 4 – 5 3 3 3 3
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1003By analyzing all seven conversations, PolyCAFe achieved an excellent precision and
1004correlation with the average tutor scores (r=0.94 and P=77 %) and good results with the
1005average student scores (r=0.84 and P=66 %) (see Table 4) (Rebedea et al. 2011). Moreover,
1006these results show that students are also able to judge correctly who the most important peers
1007in the conversation are. However, they achieved a lower correlation with the tutors (r=0.84
1008and P=71 %) than PolyCAFe most probably because they are not used to assessing their
1009participation in online conversations.
1010Moreover, although the average rankings of the students, the tutors and PolyCAFe are quite
1011well correlated one with the other, individual basis correlations drop dramatically due to the
1012fact that a simple inversion in a series of 5 elements (the number of participants per
1013conversion) changes the trend and therefore drastically diminishes inter-rater correlations.
1014We have also observed that individual rankings provided by students have a more complex
1015variation than those provided by tutors tend to agree more often. Nevertheless, the results
1016encourage us to conclude that, although the grading or ranking criteria of tutors and students
1017are not the same, the system is well correlated with the average values of these rankings, thus
1018being more objective.

1019Conclusions

1020Chat-based CSCL brings new phenomena, which need theoretical foundations, methods, and
1021computer support. Collaborative discourse building is one of the essential aspects of CSCL.
1022The most remarkable case of discourse is encountered in natural language, but the musical
1023case, especially classic polyphonic music and jazz improvisation, is another important exam-
1024ple. Both cases have many features in common, as linguists (Tannen 2007), philosophers
1025(Bakhtin 1984; Confucius 2003), philologists (Bakhtin 1984) and musicologists (Webern
10261963) remarked.
1027The paper presents in more detail the polyphonic model we previously proposed (Trausan-
1028Matu et al. 2005, 2007b; Trausan-Matu 2010c) and provides novel insights about the associ-
1029ated analysis method and the computer support provided by PolyCAFe. Justifications are
1030provided for considering a musical metaphor and for developing a model and method of
1031analysis for collaborative conversations. Moreover, in addition to the support for manual
1032qualitative analysis, PolyCAFe provides automated quantitative measurements that estimate
1033collaboration and personal involvement.
1034In other papers, we presented successful applications of the polyphonic model and the
1035qualitative analysis method for chat session and face-to-face settings (Trausan-Matu et al.
10362007b; Trausan-Matu and Rebedea 2009; Trausan-Matu 2013). This is not a surprise if we take
1037into account that Bakhtin’s dialogism, our substrate, is considered a philosophical system that
1038may be viewed as including Hegel’s dialectics (Marková 2003) and may provide an adequate
1039basis for CSCL.
1040However, we should discuss some limitations we have identified. In the analysis, we have
1041access only to utterances (and a problem is also the granularity level at which we consider

t4:1 Table 4 PolyCAFe Comparison of
average participant rankingst4:2 Comparison Correlation Precision Average error

t4:3 Tutors—System 0.94 77 % 0.23

t4:4 Students—System 0.84 66 % 0.43

t4:5 Tutors—Students 0.84 71 % 0.40
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1042them) and explicit links. Detection of implicit links, of voices and inter-animation patterns may
1043be very difficult sometimes. Moreover, potentially each noun or verb or even some other parts
1044of speech (e.g. the adjective perpendicular in a chat on geometry) may become a voice. For a
1045comprehensive analysis, the whole context of an utterance should be considered and this
1046context might include an extremely high number of previous utterances. In addition, it is
1047extremely difficult, if not even impossible to implement efficient algorithms for their detection
1048and for the evaluation of involvement and collaboration. We tried to design and implement
1049automatic analysis tools that support human analysts (and teachers). This is a complex task and
1050we did not even complete the implementation of all the ideas of our analysis method, for
1051example, the detection of differential inter-animations.
1052PolyCAFe, in addition to the support for qualitative analysis of collaboration for research
1053purposes, was designed for helping tutors in providing feedback to learners. To further this
1054aim, quantitative values are computed starting from the graph of utterances built in the first
1055steps of the polyphonic analysis method. In contrast to previously implemented systems
1056(Trausan-Matu et al. 2007a; Dascalu et al. 2008), PolyCAFe experimentally implemented
1057facilities for providing feedback to learners as well.
1058An evaluation of the effectiveness of the provided facilities was performed. Tutors consid-
1059ered that reducing the time needed to provide manual feedback to their students was the
1060greatest advantage of using PolyCAFe. From the learner perspective, the displayed indicators
1061and the provided textual feedback were the main benefits for improving the student’s future
1062collaborative learning activities.
1063Overall, from a technical viewpoint, PolyCAFe can be considered a learning-analytics tool
1064for online conversations that underpins the dialogic and polyphonic theories and that employs
1065NLP and SNA techniques in order to discover implicit relations between utterances. These
1066links are used to build a graph of utterances that is exploited later on for evaluating utterances,
1067participants’ involvement and collaboration. Moreover, the evaluations performed in a formal,
1068academic environment have shown the acceptance and usefulness of PolyCAFe, both for tutors
1069and learners. However, PolyCAFe is a starting point; it implements only some of the first steps
1070of the polyphonic analysis method. It is not considering differential inter-animation and the
1071cohesion evaluation is based on LSA, which is rather limited in capturing complex semantic
1072relations. We also started to investigate new computer support facilities, which take into
1073account the differential patterns, detection of voices and of discourse structures using other
1074NLP methods (Chiru and Trausan-Matu 2012).
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